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Introduction: 

CV Toolkit first started as a Max For Live device that could be used to control a modular 
synthesizer using a stereo audio track. 
Right after the 1.0 version of the M4L device was released, many people started asking 
for a standalone version that wouldn’t require either Ableton Live nor MaxMSP. After 
thinking about it for a while, I decided to give it a try. 
 
The main idea for the Standalone Version was to have 8 analog outputs (so it works 
perfectly with the Expert Sleepers ES-3 module and most DC-coupled audio interfaces), 
a routing matrix (for extra flexibility) and native Lemur integration so the user could lay 
an iPad by the modular synth and maintain the hands-on experience without having to 
touch the mouse or the keyboard. The Lemur integration is entirely based on OSC in 
order to provide better resolution and over experience. 
 
The goal for this manual is to explain how each of the modules work and how you can 
use them to achieve some great results. This manual only contains the most essential 
information that you should know however CV Toolkit offers many other features that 
you can figure out on your own (such as the transport controls and etc).  
 
Oh and I assume that, if you’ve bought this program, you already have some basic 
knowledge in regards to modular synthesis therefore I won’t be explaining basic 
synthesis concepts. 

Have fun! 

!
Ícaro Ferre 
 
Spektro Audio 
spektroaudio.com 

!
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1. HOW TO SETUP 

Basic Setup: 

In order to use CV Toolkit, you must first check the Audio settings: 
 
1 - Click on the Options button to open the options window. 

2 - Make sure Audio Status is set to Off. 

3 – Choose the Driver and Device that you’d like to use for the analog outputs (i.e. on a 
Mac, choose Core Audio / Your Audio Interface). 

4 - Since CV Toolkit uses 8 analog outputs, you only need to select which output it 
should use for Out 1 and then the program will automatically use the following 7 ports 
for the other 7 outputs. For example: if you’d like to use outputs 11-18, you only need to 
set 'Output' to 11. 

5 - Adjust Sample Rate and Buffer Size to your needs. (I recommend setting Sample 
Rate to 48000 and Buffer Size to 128) 

6 - Turn Audio Status on. 

Lemur Setup: 

1 - Copy the Lemur template to your device. (If you don’t know how to do this, check out 
this video tutorial) 

2 - Open the Lemur app, tap the gear icon on the top-right corner, load the template/
project and click on More settings. Scroll down to OSC Target and set OSC 0 Host to 
your computer’s IP address (local) and Port to 10000.  
While you’re there, make sure you write down the Lemur IP address (something like 
Lemur IP - 192.168.0.104:8000). 

3 - Open up the CV Toolkit Options window. 

4 - Check out the Lemur Control settings and make sure everything looks good: Lemur 
IP should be set to the Lemur IP address (192.168.0.104), Receive on Port should be set 
to the Lemur’s OSC 0 port (in this example, we’ve set it to 10000), and Send on Port 
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should be set to the Lemur’s own port (in this example, it’s 8000). 
Also make sure Lemur is enabled (should be enabled by default). 

5 - Click Save and you should be good to go!  

OBS: All Lemur and Audio settings will be saved or recalled whenever you 
close or open the program.  
 
OBS #2: If  you notice that the Lemur is not showing the correct values for 
the parameters, open up the Options menu and click on the Save button. 

 
Midi Clock: 

You can sync CV Toolkit to your DAW or to anything that sends MIDI Clock (Drum 
machines, iOS apps and etc). 
In order to use MIDI Clock this, open the Options window, select the clock source and 
then turn Midi Clock on. 
If you’d like to sync CV Toolkit to a DAW, set the MIDI Clock source to ‘to CV Toolkit 
Standalone 1’, turn on MIDI Clock and then go to DAW and make sure it’s sending MIDI 
Clock to ‘to CV Toolkit Standalone 1’. 
The “Smooth Clock” option can be used to avoid syncing problems caused by MIDI 
jitter. Experiment with it to find out what works better for you. 

Windows users: In order to create the virtual MIDI ports, you may need to use third-
party programs such as MIDI Yoke or LoopBe1. 

I’ve tested MIDI Clock and had great results with the following DAWs and iOS Apps: 
Pro Tools 11, Ableton Live 9, Reason 7, Logic Pro X, NI Maschine, MoDrum, FunkBox, 
Beatmaker 2, Auria and Looper. !
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!
MIDI Chart: 

If you’d like to control CV Toolkit using MIDI, check out the MIDI In/Out options inside 
the Options window and then set up your MIDI controller according to this MIDI CC 
chart: 

* MIDI implementation will be improved and expanded during future updates* 

!
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0 Transport!
1 --!
2 Offset!
3 --!
4 --!
5 LFO 1 - Frequency!
6 LFO 1 - Rate!
7 LFO 1 - Mode!
8 LFO 1 - Wave!
9 LFO 1 - Gain!
10 --!
11 --!
12 LFO 2 - Frequency!
13 LFO 2 - Rate!
14 LFO 2 - Mode!
15 LFO 2 - Wave!
16 LFO 2 - Gain!
17 --!
18 --!
19 S&H - Frequency!
20 S&H - Rate!
21 S&H - Mode!
22 S&H - Sample!
23 S&H - Gain!
24 --!
25 --!
26 AD 1 - Attack!
27 AD 1 - Decay!
28 --!
29 --!
30 AD 2 - Attack!
31 AD 2 - Decay!
32 AD 2 - Delay!
33 --!
34 --!
35 --!
36 --

37 --!
38 --!
39 --!
40 --!
41 --!
42 -- !
43 Slew - Ramp Up!
44 Slew - Ramp Down!
45 --!
46 --!
47 Biased Switcher - Trigger Source!
48 Biased Switcher - Rate!
49 Biased Switcher - Bias!
50 --!
51 --!
52 ScanGraph - Scan!
53 ScanGraph - EXT!
54 --!
55 --!
56 --!
57 --!
58 Envelope - Loop On / Off!
59 Envelope - Trigger!
60 --!
61 --!
62 --!
63 --!
64 --!
65 Step Sequencer - Step 1!
66 Step Sequencer - Step 2!
67 Step Sequencer - Step 3!
68 Step Sequencer - Step 4!
69 Step Sequencer - Step 5!
70 Step Sequencer - Step 6!
71 Step Sequencer - Step 7!
72 Step Sequencer - Step 8!
73 Step Sequencer - Random!



How to Calibrate a VCO:  
 
In order to use the "MIDI to CV" and "Quantizer" modules, you first need to calibrate 
your VCO. Although this is an automatic process, you'll need to follow these steps: 

1 - Patch the first analog output into the 1v/oct input of your VCO and then send the 
Triangle output of the VCO to any input of your audio interface. 

2 - Open up the Options window and make sure you have the correct input channel  
selected. Notice that, even tho CV Toolkit won't actually output any incoming signals, 
you can check the meter inside the MIDI to CV module to make sure you've selected the 
correct input. Also make sure that to set the gain stage to ~ -6 dB so it can better pitch 
track it. 

3 - Route the output of the MIDI to CV module to 'Out 1'. 

4- Manually set your VCO frequency to approximately 500hz . 

5 - Hit calibrate and wait until the module stops adding calibration points to the graph. 

6 - The calibration graph should look, in most cases, like a straight line. If you see 
calibration points that are (even slightly) off the line, delete them by Shift + Clicking. 

7 - Check the MIDI settings inside the Options window and make sure you've selected 
the correct MIDI device.  

Things to keep in mind: 

- Due to logical limitations, CV Toolkit can correctly calibrate approximately 4 
octaves. 

- If turned on, “Extended Calibration” (available on the Options window) will use 
both calibration points and math calculations in order to extrapolate calibration 
range. 

- Buffer size will be set to 128 while calibrating to ensure better pitch detection.  
- ‘Offset’ can be used to keep the gate of your synth open. 
- The calibration graph / breakpoints won’t be stored inside presets. 
- This is a complex feature to develop so it’ll be improved on future updates.  

!
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2. HOW TO USE: 

Virtual Slots System: 

CV Toolkit - Standalone Version uses a virtual slot system that let’s you swap the 
modules inside the slots. 
In order to select a different module, press the ‘M’ key or click on the ‘Modules' button 
and select the virtual module you’d like to use from the drop-down menu. Some 
modules are only available in certain slots due to the number of inputs and outputs 
required for the modules to work. 
You can also use presets to save and recall different slot configurations. 

Routing Matrix:  
 
The routing matrix is what makes CV Toolkit such a flexible software. It allows you to 
route signals coming out from the modules (available on the side of the Matrix) to 
analog outputs (Out 1 through Out 8), analyzers (LED / Oscilloscope) or to the input of 
certain modules (S&H / Biased Switcher / Slew). 
Remember that signals always travel from the left side of the matrix to the 
top.   
The Trim dial lets you trim all signals being routed to the analog outputs. 
 
LFO 1:  
The LFO 1 works like most LFO modules: you can set it to oscillate at a certain 
frequency (Free Mode) or you can sync it to the transport (Sync Mode). 
LFO 1 can generate 4 different waveforms: Sine, Ramp, Triangle and Square. 

LFO 2:  
The only difference between LFO 2 and LFO 1 is that LFO 2 generates  Sawtooth 
waveforms instead of Ramp. 

Sample & Hold (S&H):  
The S&H module offer a selectable source for it’s sample input and uses a built-in LFO 
for triggering the sampling operation. 
You can choose between 5 different sources for the sample inputs: White Noise 
(standard for generating random voltages), Pink Noise, LFO 1, LFO 2 and Matrix input. 
The triggering LFO, like LFO 1 and 2, can be set to Free or Sync Mode. 

AD1: 
This is a basic Attack - Decay  module. It ramps up then it goes back down. It may not 
sound very fancy however you can get an envelope without CV triggers or any EG 
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modules.  
You can trigger AD1 by either pressing Enter on your computer keyboard or pressing 
any key on your MIDI controller. AD1 can also be automatically triggered using the Step 
Sequencer. 

AD2:  
Working exactly like AD1 with one extra feature: you can delay it’s trigger by up to 2000 
ms (2 seconds). 

Mix:  
'Mix' allows you to add or multiply two different modulation signals. For example, you 
can multiply LFO 1 by the Step Sequencer. 
You can set different sources and modes for each of the two operations (Mix 1 and Mix 
2). Mix 2 can use also use the output of Mix 1 as a input source. 
The LED after each operation indicates the polarity of out-coming signal (red = 
negative, green = positive). 
 
Slew:  
The slew module can be used to smooth out an incoming signal (that can be routed 
using the Routing Matrix). 
 
Biased Switcher:  
This module works similarly to the Mutable Instruments Branches eurorack module. 
When triggered, the device flips a virtual coin to decide if the incoming stereo signal (BS 
1 / BS 2) will  be outputted normally (BS1 to BIAS. SW. 1, BS2 to BIAS. SW. 2) or 
inverted (BS1 to BIAS. SW. 2, BS2 to BIAS. SW. 1). You can also bias the coin, increasing 
the chances of outputting the signal normally or inverted. 
Biased Switcher can be automatically triggered using an internal clock synced to the 
main transport or manually triggered (Int Trigger) using the Enter key, any MIDI note, 
or the Step Sequencer. 

CV Recorder:  
New in version 1.2, the CV Recorder module let’s you record a CV signal coming from 
any of the other virtual modules available in CV Toolkit and play it back at a variable 
speed.  
In order to record something, route the output of any of the other modules into the 
“REC 1” input, set the loop size (1, 2, 4 or 8 bars) and then press "Rec". The "Rec" button 
will turn red as soon as it starts recording and then turn back green when it’s done. 
After you’re done recording your CV loop, you can use the Speed knob to set the 
playback speed from -10x to 10x or use an external input (routed to the REC 2 input) to 
modulate the speed. You also have the option to reset the playback every 1, 2, 4 or 8 
bars. 
If you’d like to edit your recording, click on the "Edit" button to open up the wave editor. 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The second output of the CV Recorder (CV Rec 2) plays back the same recording but at a 
constant 1x speed. 

Comparator:  
The comparator module performs a bipolar 1-bit quantization to an incoming signal 
based on the threshold settings. That’s a boring explanation so this cool image explains 
it better: 

The two outputs (Comp 1 / Comp 2) are independent and can be set to different settings. 
"Mode" let’s you select if you'd like to process only positive or negative signals, or both.  
“Out" sets what kind of signal Comparator will output: Signal (like the blue line on the 
image above), On Trigger, Off Trigger or Both (On and off) Trigger. 
The second input of the Comparator (CMP 2) can be used to dynamically change the 
Threshold (make sure you turn the EXT button on). 

MIDI to CV:  
MIDI to CV lets you use MIDI notes to control the pitch of a VCO. In order to use this 
module, you first need to calibrate your VCO (check the "How to Calibrate" section).  

ScanGraph:  
ScanGraph allows you to draw a graph using breakpoints and then scan through the 
graph either manually (using the Scan dial) or automatically (by routing any signal to 
‘Scan' and then activating the EXT toggle).  
This is a super flexible module that can be used in many different ways. For example, 
you can route LFO 1 to ‘Scan' and use ScanGraph as an advanced LFO or you can route 
AD1 to ‘Scan' and then use ScanGraph as an advanced envelope generator.  
You can add breakpoints by double clicking on the graph line or remove any breakpoint 
by Shift-clicking the breakpoint that you’d like to remove. You can snap breakpoints 
to the grid by holding down the “S" key while moving them. 
In case you run out of ideas for a cool graph, hit the “Rand" button to create a random 
graph (if you do that while holding down the “S" key, you’ll get a random graph with all 
breakpoints automatically snapped to the grid). 
If needed, the output signal can also be smoothed by using the Smooth control. 
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Morphing VCO:  
Morphing VCO is a virtual oscillator that can be used as a regular oscillator (that can be 
mixed with your analog oscillators externally), a sub oscillator, a modulator for FM  / 
ring-mod patches or as an audio-rate modulation for controlling anything else in your 
patch. 
The shape of the Morphing VCO (Square → Sine → Saw) can be morphed using either 
the Morph knob or any signal routed to the Morph input via the Routing Matrix. 
The main pitch of  the Morphing VCO is controlled via MIDI and via the output of the 
CV Quantizer virtual module. This means that, after calibrating your analog VCOs, both 
the Morphing and the analog VCOs will be in tune*. 
The Pitch and Fine Tune knobs let you transpose and detune the Morphing VCO relative 
to the main pitch. 
 
*Keep in mind that a calibrated analog VCO maybe still be slightly out of tune in relation to the Morphing 
VCO (~ +/- 10 cents) due to analog drifting. 

Envelope: 
Envelope uses a breakpoint graph (similar to the one in the ScanGraph module) to 
generate a multi-stage envelope function. You can either trigger the envelope manually 
(by clicking on the Trigger button) or turn Loop on to make the Envelope automatically 
re-triggered after the envelope function ends. 

Clock Generator:  
Based on the clock generator available in our DRG MaxforLive device, this module 
let’s you generate a clock signal to drive external sequencers, envelope generators and 
etc. 
 
• Div / Mult set’s the speed of the clock based on either divisions of multiplications of 
Ableton Live’s tempo. By default, the knob will be centered (=) and it'l will output a CV 
clock signal based on the BPM of the session. By turning the knob clock-wise , the clock 
speed will be multiplied by either 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16 or 32. By turning it counter-clock-
wise, the clock speed will be divided by the same values. 
• Mode set’s the output mode of the clock to either gate or trigger. 
• Shift let’s you shift the phase of the clock. You can also think of this as shifting the 
clock forward in time. 
• Pulse Width set’s the width of the clock signal. 
• Phase let’s you quickly invert the phase of the clock signal. 
• Shuffle adds shuffle / swing to the clock signal. Please notice that this feature can 
only be used when the clock is set to output triggers. 
• Probability set’s the probability of the trigger generator.  

!
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Step Sequencer:  
This is a step sequencer that offer most of the controls available on other step 
sequencers:  
 
• The green sliders represent the value for each of the steps. 
• 'Rate' lets you change the rate at which the sequencer advances.  
• ‘Layer: Pitch / Velocity’ toggles between the Pitch and the Velocity layer. The velocity 
layer can be used to control the gain of the AD envelopes for each of the steps. You can 
also turn a step off by setting it’s velocity to zero. You can also momentarily toggle 
between the two layers by holding down the “V" key on your keyboard. 
 
• 'Trig' triggers / advances the sequencer. 
• 'Rand’ generates random values for each of the steps. 
• 'Clear' resets all the steps to the default value. 
• You can use the arrow keys on your keyboard to shift the sequence left or right. 

OBS: By default, these operations are only applied to the Pitch layer. If you’d like to 
apply them to both Pitch and Velocity layers, hold the 'V' key on your keyboard and 
then click on any of them. 

The “More…” button shows some other controls that are available for this module such 
as a Reset button and a number box to control the number of steps. 
The step sequencer can also be used to automatically trigger the other modules (such as 
the AD1 and 2) at the sequencers rate. In order to do this, check the Options window “or 
the “Sequencer Triggers” option and make sure it’s enabled. 

CV Quantizer:  
This module lets you quantize incoming signals to a specific musical scale. In order to 
use it, you need to set the lower (fundamental / key) and higher notes (range) and then 
select the scale that you'd like to use.  
Once the incoming signal gets quantized, it's automatically sent to the MIDI to CV 
modules to be converted back to CV (therefore you must calibrate your VCO 
before using the Quantizer module).  
The available scales are: Chromatic, Major, Minor, Harmonic Minor, Melodic Minor, 
Blues, Dorian, Lydian, Locrian, Major Pentatonic, Minor Pentatonic, Arabic and 
Augmented.  

!
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Preset Manager: 

The preset manager is located at the top-right corner of the application, above the 
Options button and it can be used to store up to 24 presets in a preset bank and recall 
them whenever needed.  
Shift + click in order to save a preset (circle will flash green then turn gray) or click on 
an available preset and the selected preset will turn green. 
 
Before you close the program, make sure you go to the Options window and 
click on the Store Bank window so you can actually save the preset bank as a 
.json file otherwise your presets will disappear. 

!

!
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3. Tips & Tricks 

• You can click on the CV Toolkit logo to turn audio on (green patch cable) or off (gray 
patch cable).  

• The Mix module can be used as an attenuverter by multiplying any signal by the Offset 
value.  

• Although the 'Extended LED' is only available on the second page of the Lemur 
template, you can visualize signals routed to the LED on the first and last pages: the 
"CV Toolkit"  

• Use the Rotate function inside the Options window to rotate the outputs and generate 
new and unexpected results. 

•  Set AD1 and AD2 to approximate values, send AD1 to BS1 and AD2 to BS2, set the 
Biased Switcher ‘Trigger Source’ to Int Trigger and then send the Bias. Sw. 1 output to 
a desired analog output – whenever a note is trigger, the Biased Switcher will 
randomly select one of the two AD generators to send to the analog output. 

• Send the output of the Step Sequencer to Slew and BS1, the output of the Slew module 
to BS2 and then route the Bias. Sw. 1 output to an analog output (which you should 
patch to your VCO’s 1 V/oct input). Set the Biased Switcher ‘Trigger Source’ to Clock, 
set the rate to 1/4 and then set both dials inside the Slew module to ~90ms – the 
sequence will glide randomly. 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4. Troubleshooting 

If CV Toolkit is not working: 

• Make sure that you've selected the correct Output channel inside the Options window:  
 - If you're using a DC-coupled audio interface, select the channel that 
corresponds to the first analog output of your interface. If your interface has Main 
Outputs, it's likely that channel #3 corresponds to the first analog output (1 - Main L, 
2 - Main R, 3 - Analog 1, 4 - Analog 2 an so on...). Check your interface's manual to 
make sure. 
 - If you're using an Expert Sleepers ES-3 module, check the manual of 
your audio interface to find which output channel corresponds to the first ADAT 
Output of your interface. Again, check the manual (the interface's one, not this one). 

• Make sure Audio is turned on. If the patch cable on the CV Toolkit is green, audio is 
on. 

• If you're CV Toolkit together with a DAW, make sure both programs are set to the 
same buffer size and sample rate. 

• If you’re using an ES-3 module and running CV Toolkit at a sample rate higher than 
48000, make you sure you activate the SMUX option inside the Options window. 

!
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5. Keyboard Shortcuts 

This is a summary of all keyboard shortcuts available on CV Toolkit – Standalone 
Version: 

!
Key: Function: Virtual 

Module:

Enter Trigger Global

S
Snap 

breakpoint to 
grid

ScanGraph

Arrow Keys 
( ← → )

Shift 
sequence

Step 
Sequencer

V Velocity Layer Step 
Sequencer

G Show 
guidelines Routing Matrix

M Edit Slots Global
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